The Museum is pleased to have volunteers help prepare Kid to use along the trails. They report the museum activities and families write that the Kid Kits and Nature Nugget videos are an important and meaningful programming. Teachers and students and FedCap participants and donors write that the Friends of L.C. Bates Museum has collected the kind work of volunteers including Colby College's students.

Thank you for Supporting the L.C. Bates.

Please consider supporting the Friends of L.C. Bates Museum Annual Appeal 2021 by making a contribution. Your gifts of any amount are greatly appreciated and tax deductible.

Museum Volunteers

Volunteer opportunities are needed. The museum is especially pleased to have a large group of volunteers prepare for the Annual Appeal. Volunteers will help prepare Kid Kits and Nature Nugget videos for the annual appeal.

If you are interested in volunteering, please contact the museum at 207-238-2022 or via email at lcbates@gwh.org.

Friends of L.C. Bates Museum

Friends of L.C. Bates Museum, P.O. Box 159, Hinckley, ME 04944, 207-238-2022

Please consider making a contribution, and know that your gifts of any amount are greatly appreciated and tax deductible.